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Abstract
Motivated by the environment of their country, Colombia, the co-authors present in this paper a
research and analysis about the Manufacturing Industry (MI) and its relation to the growth of the
economy in the different sectors of their country.
Industrial innovation is key to competitiveness and development of economies; therefore,
Corporate Entrepreneurship (CE) is seen by the co-authors as an answer for the Manufacturing
Industry in order to keep on bringing value to the society and its related sectors.
To have an approach to this CE analysis, theoretical framework used in the research is based in
the Four Models of CE presented by Wolcott and Lippitz (Wolcott, 2010). Within the paper, it will
be introduced the Opportunist, Enable, Advocate and Producer Model as conceived by them.
No surprises were found when looking to the actual state of the companies in the MI, those with
more budgets are the ones that invest more in innovation and the small ones are more
conservatives in the topic.
As part of the response to the research question, the co-authors established the path for the
different company types in order for them to have an easy way to build CE.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background
“By mean of the old, we come to know the new” (Confucius).
Men have been with the necessity of finding explanations to all the events around with the idea
of understand them and in some cases predict the coming or the changes of them.
One of the most studied topics is Economic. Different theories have been around this topic for
decades and all with different points of view, but with the same idea: try to foresee the economic
tendencies of the society in a specific period.
In many cases the explanations can be through comparison, like those made in the evolutionary
theory with the similarities found in the biology (Nelson, 1995).
But this research will focus in the fact that all the economic changes are around innovation and
entrepreneurial activities (Schumpeter, 1934). According to this author economic and innovation
are together. This innovation is brought by entrepreneurs by developing new combinations in
one or more of the following aspects: new goods; new method of production; opening of a new
market; conquest of a new source of supply and carrying out of a new organization1.
There is equilibrium in the channels of the flow and it’s disturbed when a new combination is
brought by entrepreneurial activities (Schumpeter, 1934).
Entrepreneurial activities can be initiated by an entrepreneur, which in most of the cases is a
“independent” businessman, but it’s not the only case, all who actually fulfill the function of
developing any new combination, as it was defined before, is an entrepreneur even if it’s a
“dependent” employee of a company (Schumpeter, 1934).
When the “dependent” employee starts entrepreneurial activities is when Corporate
Entrepreneurship comes in the picture. “Actions and initiatives that transform the established
organization through strategic renewal processes and/or extend the firm’s scope of operations
into new domains, that is, new product-market segments or technological arenas” (Guth and
Ginsberg, 1990).
Corporate entrepreneurship can be seen like one of the keys for a company to keep on
business in nowadays when all competitors and new entrances are working hard to innovate
and take them out of business.
All companies should work on building corporate entrepreneurship in order to maintain and grow
their core capabilities, but those who are facing very imminent threats are the most needed

1

These 5 “options” of new combinations are explained by Schumpeter (1934), and due to the scope of
this research there is no need for them to be explained here.
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indeed for this, like is the case of the Manufacturing Industry (MI) in Colombia. Due to the TPA2
this industry will face certain challenges because of the new entrances in their market and in
order to keep on business, these companies MUST build Corporate Entrepreneurship3 to keep
on doing business.
This is not only a corporate level issue in Colombia; since this industry provides approximately
13,8 % of the GDP4 we can call this a national level issue.
The new technological alternative competes against the old one and only the best survive.
(Nelson, R.,1994), and this is probably one of the major concerns of the Colombian companies
due to the globalization level they will reach after the TPA.
This research will focus on the MI due to the fact of the level of importance to the related
country since this industry as part of the general industrial sector cooperates to the growth of
other sectors of the economy and that demand a certain percentage called technical coefficients
of production of products originating in other sectors. Also the fact that both of the co-authors of
this research where born in Colombia makes the country selection easy to understand for the
readers.

1.2 Research Objectives and Question
At any level of research the authors need to make choices about which paths to follow, this
comes from the beginning where they, the authors, start thinking about a specific topic of
interest for them, like this research where the co-authors decided to choice their own country
due to the threats the manufacturing industry is facing with the TDA.
“According to the actual state of innovation of the companies in the manufacturing industry in
Colombia, what is the most adequate path for them to follow in order to build corporate
entrepreneurship align to the Four Models of CE (Wolcott 2010) ?” is the research question to
answer.
In the first part of the question the objective is to analyze the actual state of innovation of the
companies in this sector. This will be done through governmental surveys analysis due to the
fact that these surveys are the most reliable, they work with official data and they are also very
accessible.
After this step the next objective is to define according to the Four Models of CE (Wolcott 2010)
which ones are more suitable, if any at all, for this industry in Colombia in order for them to have
a path to build or keep on building successful corporate entrepreneurship.
2

Trade Promotion Agreement between USA and Colombia. Because of the scope of the research there is
no space for going in deep explanation about this subject. More info can be found at www.tlc.gov.co.
3
Hereafter, references to Corporate Entrepreneurship will be as CE.
4
This percentage is based on the DANE (National Administrative Department of Statistics) calculation in
their national surveys. More info can be found at www.dane.gov.co
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1.3 Methodology
The research question and objectives are underpinned through an overview of literature and
conceptual work on different national surveys that will be the principal secondary data collected.
This task will require identifying the relevant data from the surveys and creating the needed info
from it. Different organizations will be referred for the surveys and a respective introduction of
each of them will be made as well.
The main point of the research will be based on CE but during the development there will be
attention on Innovation and Entrepreneurship in general.
The Four Models of CE (Wolcott 2010) where selected like the principal theoretical part of the
research since previous researches (Brown 2004, Thorén 2007, Wolcot 2010) had found out the
need to operationalize the different theories into a more understandable and easy to implement
set of “rules”. This Four Models were developed based on successful stories of big firms all of
them from different industries, this shows the generality of the models and the step of creating
the relation in a specific industry will be a good challenge to the co-authors.

1.4 Delimitations
The aim of the research is not to elaborate a framework for the companies in this industry to
follow in order to build CE, but to point out the principles that should be followed by them
according to the Four Models of CE (Wolcott 2010). The data analyzed will be delimitated only
to secondary data gathered by different Colombian organizations, more details will be described
in the further chapters.

1.5 Limitations
The research is pretty much based on the Four Models of CE (Wolcott 2010), it could also have
been included the theories and methodologies by Donna Kelley5, Gregory G. Dess, R. Duane
Ireland and others6, Zeki Simsek, Michael H. Lubatkin and others7, but it was decided not to due
to the time frame of the research.
Also the research should have ended with a complete framework for the manufacturing industry
in Colombia in order to build CE but again this would haven’t been possible in the time frame of
the research.
5

Sustainable corporate entrepreneurship: Evolving and connecting with the organization
Emerging Issues in Corporate Entrepreneurship
7
The role of an entrepreneurially alert information system in promoting corporate entrepreneurship
6

5

The time frame did not allow the co-authors to take into consideration the TDA consequences
for the MI.
Another limitation due to the time frame is the lack of primary data. Only secondary data was
used in the research.

1.6 Structure
This thesis is comprised of 5 chapters. The first chapter includes an introduction to the research,
explaining the methodology and other important parts of it.
The theory around the research is exposed in the second chapter. In this chapter will be also
seen an explanation of the Four Models of CE (Wolcott 2010).
Introduction to the Manufacturing Industry and National surveys will be exposed in the third
chapter.
The fourth chapter will be a brief work on how the manufacturing industry according to its efforts
on the innovative field should follow a path or initiatives to build CE according to the Four
Models of CE (Wolcott 2010).
Conclusions of this research will be presented in the fifth chapter and recommendations for
further studies in the field will be showing at the end.
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2. Corporate Entrepreneurship and the Four Models
It is pertinent to provide an understanding what entrepreneurship means in the context of our
research. There is possible to find multiple authors defining entrepreneurship, and that of
entrepreneur, there is a lot of conceptualization, and not surprising any of the authors had
agreed on a standard definition (Shane, 2000).
As a result multiple definitions are being coined depending of the authors’ purpose of studies;
an early definition considers the economic impact of the entrepreneur as a source of balance in
the market (Cantillon, 1730), but among the most strong and broad use is the one provided by
(Schumpeter, 1934): According to this author economic and innovation are together. This
innovation is brought by entrepreneurs by developing new combinations in one or more of the
following aspects: new goods; new method of production; opening of a new market; conquest of
a new source of supply and carrying out of a new organization8.
Other theories had oriented entrepreneurship as being focused in new company creations
(Schendel, 1990), while looking at resent works, entrepreneurship is considered as a set of
activities to provide new offering to the market (Thorén 2007).
Therefore, following Schumpeter view of an entrepreneur: Entrepreneur is the mean to bring
innovative changes into the enterprise, this work will consider entrepreneurship as:
Set of activities to generate new value, having a direct effect in products or services of
the enterprise
Different authors agree that this view of entrepreneurship suits what it is found in the enterprise
(Guth and Ginsberg, 1990). New value can lead to the creation of new enterprises capable of
creating new products and service, but not limited to it. New value can be of great help to
existing organization in order to create new line of business and it is entrepreneurship the one
creating such opportunity by means of innovation. (Churchill 1992).
When the entrepreneurial endeavor is found within the enterprise, it is when Corporate
Entrepreneurship comes in the picture. “Actions and initiatives that transform the established
organization through strategic renewal processes and/or extend the firm’s scope of operations
into new domains, that is, new product-market segments or technological arenas” (Guth and
Ginsberg, 1990).
Entrepreneurship can serendipitously appear among individual and within the organization;
studies of serendipitous within the entrepreneurship efforts suggest that entrepreneurs either
follow given suggestion, helping them to take careful steps that will help evaluation of
opportunities, or that opportunities just popup as a result spontaneous recognition (Dew, 2009).
As suggested by Dew in his study: “Serendipitous is not free”.

8

Reader can further investigate these 5 “options” of new combinations in the work presented by
Schumpeter (1934).
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Therefore, an entrepreneur will stumble with the choice of either follow a given path to help in
the recognition of new value or just to wait for the thunder to strike with a new opportunity. In
reality both of them are the side of the same coin9. Corporate Entrepreneurship has to deal with
both choices, and make clear decision in order have a balance of both options in order to
achieve corporate goals10.
Management within the organization that provides support to the entrepreneurial efforts is of
great importance; it is being recognized by different authors (Brown 2004, Kelley 2011 and
Wolcott 2010), together with the need to have clear theories that won’t lead to misunderstanding
in the implementation. (Brown 2004, Thorén 2007 and Wolcott 2010).
“Corporate entrepreneurship is vehicle for the innovative opportunities” (Wolcott 2010). This
goes align with Schumpeter similar definition of the entrepreneur, whom he considers as an
agent of change: “the entrepreneur is the bearer that holds the mechanism of change”
(Schumpeter 1934).
Corporate entrepreneurship thrives under proper management decisions; as a vehicle, it needs
the proper steering in order to go towards the right direction. Wolcott and Lippitz four models of
corporate entrepreneurship will be the steering mechanism chosen since operationalization of
those concepts are simple when compare to the multiple theories around entrepreneurship.

Wolcott and Lippitz Four Models overview
Corporate entrepreneurship flourishes, or dies, under two dimensions that are under direct
management control: organization and resources.
Organization Who is the responsible for business creation? It
can be a group or multiple groups responsible for it.
Resources

Is there a budget to foster corporate entrepreneurship?

Both dimensions create a matrix with below four dominants models:
Opportunist Model: A model to be used in the initial efforts to support entrepreneurial activities
within the organization. It provided tacit support in the organization both from the resources and
structure point of view. In a long run this approach should evolve to a more supporting model.
Enable Model: Resources are available but it leaves teams and individual themselves to act in
searching for entrepreneurial activities. Therefore, the assumption is that employees are willing
to embrace entrepreneurial activities, therefore having the proper personnel is vital so the
“entrepreneurial DNA” can be found within the employees; and a corporate mandate provides

9

Dew makes an interesting study of serendipity and entrepreneurship, pointing out how an
entrepreneurship theory cannot be properly defined without properly considering the serendipitous
occurrence.
10
Sometimes corporate goals might not be exactly the same entrepreneur might have in mind, but in a
given point they will need to converge.
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with the needed resources to pursue their endeavor, but within their own business units and
with the premise that such effort are according to the organization strategy.
Advocate Model: One of the newest approaches where the organization designates a group to
actively advocate for new business creation within the different business units, but it is the
business unit the responsible to provide the needed resources for the entrepreneurial quest.
Producer Model: There is an effort corporate wide to support corporate entrepreneurship. It
comes from organization units fully dedicated with the needed resources in new project
development till the initial launch of the projects. It requires great collaboration from business
units in order to easily integrate the output into the whole organization.

Figure 1. Four Dominant Model (Wolcott 2010)

Selecting the right model is crucial to the success of the corporate entrepreneurship, as a
starting point is the clear support from the management level of the entrepreneurial efforts: It
has to be a clear mandate from the management that organization is on a mandate to growth.

9

Proper vision on such mandate will delineate the path to follow since the employees will know
what they are looking for, and together with the objectives of such growth the correct model can
be selected.
Initially, any organization will work with opportunist model when starting the path of corporate
entrepreneurship; from there, evolve according to the objective traced by the management.
Companies with a strong R+D departments, or willing to implement concept development or to
work with experimentation, and with significant economic support for corporate entrepreneurship
might encounter that enabler model is best suited for them.
When there is a need to accelerate existing business units, advocate model is the most
suitable one. It requires senior manager with great skills in the corporate culture and capable to
generate change. These are leader capable of focusing the company interests to help those
business units to fulfill within the entrepreneurial activities.
Getting into new markets or in general, growth out of standard business development will
require working to break the existing organization equilibrium. None existing business unit will
settle to get into such battle with the already existing pressure in their line of business.
Therefore, a producer model is more suitable since it will provide the means in terms of
coordination and being the bridge among the different business units in order to create that
disruptive breakthrough.

10

3. Manufacturing Industry in Colombia
The Manufacturing Industry (MI) is defined as the mechanical or chemical transformation of
organic and inorganic substances into new products, whether the work is done by machine or
by hand, factory or home, or that the products are sold wholesale or retail.
Includes the assembly of component parts of manufactured products, except in cases where
such activity is typical of construction and installation, repair and maintenance when such
activity takes place as a service related to manufacturing.
MI participates with 13.8% of GDP, according to the final annual report of 2011 made by the
bank of the republic11.
Similar to all countries in Latin America, development of industrial sector of Colombian economy
was achieved, from its beginnings to 1989, thanks to the model import substitution driven by
ECLAC12, one of the five regional commissions of the United Nations, based on high protection
to domestic production supplemented with policy development credit with subsidized interest
rate for the state.
With this scheme Colombia achieve significant progress in terms of GDP growth and per capita
income in a context of relative stability, as the country has not reported uncontrollable inflation,
and progressed in diversifying exports.
The permanence of protection mechanisms stimulated the production of goods aimed at
satisfying the needs of the domestic market, regardless of the cost structure, technology,
availability of raw materials.
Industrial investment is a fundamental part of the modernization of the economy which is not
only the renewal of equipment, but also the change in corporate culture in different companies
that make up the industry involves a change in the overall development, management, market,
marketing and research and development. It means committing to the concept of total quality.
MI cooperates to the growth of other sectors of the economy and that demands a certain
percentage called technical coefficients of production of products originating in other sectors.
According to the geographical location of manufacturing establishments and the most recent
data from DANE (which will be defined later in this chapter) 70.4% were installed in the
metropolitan area of Bogotá (41.4%), Medellín (17.1%) and Cali (11.9%); another 15.8% is
located in: Barranquilla (4.5%), Bucaramanga (4.1%), Pereira (2.2%), Manizales (1.9%), Cucuta
(1.7%) and Cartagena (1.4%). The remaining 13.7% of the establishments were located in other
regions.
For its contribution to industrial value added food industry, beverage, the textile and chemical
industry are the most important subsector of the MI in Colombia.
11
12

More info could be found at www.banrep.gov.co
More info could be found at www.eclac.org
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The National Association of Employers in Colombia (ANDI13 for its acronym in Spanish)
predicted real growth of the sector by 7%, while sales are targeted to reach 9.5% and 10.5% for
exports. The installed capacity utilization rose in October to 79.9% in 2011, above the historical
average of 76.4% and more than one percentage point over the previous year.
After this brief introduction of the MI and the importance to the Country, following will be the
different organizations that were use in the research as reference for the statistics and
indicators of the MI in Colombia aiming to clarify more about the relevance of this industry in the
country.
DANE14
The National Administrative Department of Statistics (DANE for its acronym in Spanish) is a
Colombian governmental organization responsible for planning, collecting, processing, analysis
and dissemination of official statistics in Colombia.
It belongs to the executive branch of the Colombian state, and has nearly 60 years of
experience. The entity meets the highest standards of quality and offers the country and the
world more than 70 inquiries from all sectors of the economy, industry, population, agriculture
and quality of life, among others.
DANE will be the main source of statistics and surveys for the research since most of the other
entities in the country rely on them because they have more than 70 years of experience and
the application of modern technologies for capturing, processing and dissemination.
It’s important to clarify that most of the surveys even though are property of other organizations
they are executed by DANE.
During 2011 the Colombian economy grew by 5.9% compared to year 2010. Similarly, GDP
grew by 6.1% in the fourth quarter, compared to the same quarter last year.
Evolution of the Colombian
economy (GDP)
2001 - 2011
Year
% variation
2001 1,7
2002 2,5
2003 3,9
2004 5,3
2005 4,7
2006 6,7
2007 6,9
2008 3,5
2009 1,7
2010 4,0

2011 5,9

13
14

More info could be found at www.andi.com.co
More info could be found at www.dane.gov.co
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According to the DANE’s statistics the MI has increased in 2011 its input in the GDP in 3.9 % in
comparison to the previous year.
Also it’s important to emphasize the fact that MI’s input to the GDP in 2011 was 13.8 % and
every year it’s increasing.
COLOMBIAN OBSERVATORY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY15
The Colombian Observatory of Science and Technology (OCyT for its acronym in Spanish),
created in 1999 by public and private initiative, is a nonprofit institution with the mission of
contributing quantitatively and qualitatively to the knowledge of the Colombian Science,
Technology and Innovation System –SNCTI– through the production of statistics and indicators;
as well as to support the strategic process of planning and decision making providing a
systematic interpretation of the dynamics of science, technology and innovation in Colombia
and its positioning in the global and regional level.
For five consecutive years the OCyT has published the book on science and technology
indicators for Colombia. Their surveys comprehend all the principal sectors including the MI
sector.
The info from the OCyT is based in their Survey in Development and Technological Innovation
(EDIT for its acronym in Spanish) in the third and fourth edition, EDIT III (2005 -2006) and EDIT
IV (2007 -2008). This survey was developed by DANE and OCyT created a book on science
and technology indicators for Colombia16. The EDIT III provides information of 6.080 firms (of a
total of 6.957 in the sector), while the EDIT IV has information of 7.683 firms (of a total of 8.654
in the sector). Between both surveys there is information of 8.238 unique firms of which 64.01%
responded both EDIT III and EDIT IV.
For a better understanding of the reader the following are the definitions used by the OCyT in its
surveys and indicators which will be found in the Appendix section, but it is important to
emphasis that these definitions do not take part of the ones in this research.
• International innovators: Firms that for the observation window used in the survey have
developed R&D activities and have obtained at least one new or significantly improved product
for the international market.
• National or internal innovators: Firms that for the observation window used in the survey, have
obtained at least one new or significantly improved product for the national market or for the
firm, have integrated new or significantly improved processes to their production process, or
have implemented new, or significantly improved, process of organization or marketing.
• Potential innovators: Firms that, in the observation window used in the survey, have made
efforts in order to innovate but have not obtained any innovation results.
15

More info could be found at www.ocyt.org.co
A digital copy of the book “Science and technology indicators for Colombia” can be found at
www.ocyt.org.co
16
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• Non innovators: Firms that have not made any efforts in order to innovate and have not
obtained any innovation results for the observation window used in the survey.
Within the paper these 4 levels of innovation, according to the OCyT, will be refer in the
following way:
Innovation level 1 (IL1)  Non innovators
Innovation level 2 (IL2)  Potential innovators
Innovation level 3 (IL3)  National or internal innovators
Innovation level 4 (IL4)  International innovators
After an analysis of the surveys and indicators from OCyT there are logical assumptions that the
readers can made by the number, so there will be no need to go deep on those.
The data in the figures and tables, of the Appendix section, reflects part of the status of the MI in
Colombia but it is only from the quantitative point of view.
From the numbers in table 1 (from the Appendix) can be seen that those firms that invested
more in innovation and technological development activities are the big ones, which it’s
complete understandable since those are the ones with the capital, although the small and
medium ones increase their investment during the study periods.
The companies in IL 4 are presenting the more innovative development and they are also the
ones who invest more in innovation, which seems natural looks like it was expected.
From figure 4 it can be seen that among the small, medium and big companies there is a
tendency to invest more in equipment and machinery.
Also the big companies show how much they care for more educated employees and have the
biggest rate on hiring PhD and Master professionals, this can be seen from table 5 and presents
no surprises of what was expected, but on table 6 it can be seen that IL 3 companies are those
who are hiring more PhD and Master professionals which was more expected from IL 4
companies.
The following are the principal characteristics of the MI in Colombia found within the sources of
the research:
-

Most of the companies are rather small
The investment in innovation is directly proportional to the size of the company
The tendency of all the companies is to invest more in equipment and machinery
The investment in R&D is not a priority for the companies
Big companies tend to hire more educated employees like PhD and Master
professionals
IL 3 companies tend to hire more educated employees like PhD and Master
professionals
Innovative ideas usually come from internal sources, more specific from administrative
employees
Most of the investments come from own sources
14

4. How to apply the Four Models of CE in the Colombian
Manufacturing Industry
Let us now go over the different characteristics of the companies in the MI, in order to structure
what could be the correct path to create corporate entrepreneurship. It is articulated from
Walcott & Lippitz’s Four models of CE. Those are a series of advices base on the information
generated by the surveys of the present study.
As described during the overview of the four CE models of Wolcott and Lippitz, any attempt to
implement any of the corporate model will required a corporate mandate for growth. As state in
the theory, it requires a strong commitment from the management level on the entrepreneurial
endeavor. In that way those entrepreneurs within the organization will more likely feel motivate
on their ideas.
Those firms within IL1 are accounted for more than 50% of the companies in the surveys
(Figure 3); per IL1 definition: with not efforts, neither results in the innovation. Therefore, an
opportunist model is the best suitable for them in order to start in the corporate
entrepreneurship path.
It is important to notice that from the four CE models, opportunist is the one with less resources
consumption, followed by the enabler and them both advocate and producer. Therefore, based
on the investment done most of the small firms (Table 1 represent the amount in millions of
COP invested in innovation) should, as well, consider opportunist model whenever they are
lacking any other support for innovation.
Enabler model is likely to be a correct model to follow due to the great amount of internal
source of innovation ideas (Table 10). Most likely big and medium firms will have the required
resources to support this model. It can also be seen in the fact that in the latest surveys (EDI
IV) both big and medium firms are increasing in their R&D investment, which is one of the fields
that suggest better match to the enabler model. Those firms within IL4 and IL3 that have a
great amount of qualify personnel with the entrepreneurial DNA (table 6) certainly should follow
enabler model.
Survey results don’t tell us much about the type of firms that could account for advocate and/or
producer models since we are lacking deeper information to get a proper feedback on it.
However, by looking at the interdisciplinary groups account ting for the source of technological
innovation ideas (table 10), it could be proper to work in the producer model, what the firm will
need to answer is whether they are looking for breakthrough in their line of business in order to
decide whether producer model is their correct approach. Most likely IL3 and IL4 since they
already have the capacity to create big changes.
Same analysis goes for the advocate model, but here what firms will need to answer is
whether they have the proper senior management capable of maneuver in the complicate
corporate culture. Once more, due to the lack of extra information it can be seen that the advice
15

of producer and advocate models are based on the same information as used for the enabler
model but with some extra answer by the firm in order to finally take the correct approach.
In general, when firms are willing, or actually working on, supporting their employees with extra
education such as PhD, Master or other kind of specialization with focus in innovation, should
work with the enabler model since in the near future they will be unlocking their entrepreneurial
potential. Very important that from the management there are clear direction in the way funds
will be used for the entrepreneurial activities.
After reading all the different characteristics presented in the companies, there is no possible
way to generalize a path or even to create specifics group, especially without primary data.
Analysis done in this chapter should be used by the companies in order to select a model to
follow for building CE; this must be done according to the specific characteristics presented by
each company.
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5. Conclusions
After reading the definitions of the OCyT for the innovative states of the companies, it’s possible
to assume they are only taking into account the quantitative data which even though it’s
important in the innovation process and helps to the CE, it’s also require to identify some
qualitative aspects, the entrepreneurial activities cannot been seen only by the amounts on the
invested capital.
The Four models of CE show a useful overview of the different possibilities companies have in
order to build CE even when their economic capacity is not huge in comparison to some big
firms which has a completely R&D department.
MI sector cooperates to the growth of other sectors of the economy and that demand a certain
percentage called technical coefficients of production of products originating in other sectors,
and since industrial innovation is key to competitiveness and development of economies, the
CE shouldn’t be taken for granted by the Colombian companies and the government should
work more closely with them to enforced the concept and to emphasis, as stated before, that it
is not only a matter of how much the companies invest on innovation, it is also about how much
they work on the cultural environment necessary to build CE. Not because a company invests
on a building like the one Google has it will mean they are being innovative.
No surprises were found when looking to the actual state of the companies in MI, those with
more budgets are the ones that invest more in innovation and the small ones are more
conservatives in the topic, but the fact that IL 3 companies are the ones hiring more PhD and
Master professionals was a surprise, this behavior was expected for the IL 4 companies.
From Figure 3, it is possible to see that the level of innovation is very low in the country within
the MI. It validates the pertinence of this paper; by only motivating those IL1 companies to
"think" in innovation will set the footprint to generate a lot of change in the MI but this conclusion
came from the analysis of surveys showing only quantitative data, a better opinion can be made
from qualitative data in the future.

17

6. Further Research
It was not possible to add to this research the data collected from the DANE and OCyT in the
EDIT V, which comprehends data from 2009 and 2010; this due to the fact that it’s not available
yet, so further research should bring this data.
After the analysis of the secondary data there has been found a huge necessity to bring primary
data for further research, more specifically surveys created for the MI companies but with more
qualitative questions since the innovation state of the companies cannot only be judge by the
investments.
The time frame did not allow this research to explore different theories, so it could be included
more CE theories and methodologies like the ones mentioned in the Limitations chapter of this
paper.
A further research could also focus on one success study case and create a whole analysis
from it, but this is up to the new researchers and their new time frame.
The TDA consequences for the MI should be taken into consideration since it will affect all the
industrial sectors and the economy in general in Colombia.
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8. APPENDIX
Figure 2: Distribution of firms according to size

Figure 3: Distribution of firms according to degree of innovation

Table 1: Firms that invested in innovation and technological development activities and amount invested
according to firm size
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Table 2: Firms that invested in innovation and technological development activities and amount invested
according to degree of innovation

Table 3: Distribution of firms that invested in innovation and technological development activities according
to firm size and degree of innovation

Figure 4: Distribution of investment according to types of activities and firm size
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Table 4: Firms that invested in innovation and technological development activities and amount invested
according to their property

Table 5: Distribution of employees according to level of education and size

Table 6: Distribution of employees according to level of education and degree of innovation
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Table 7: Hired professionals according to functional department and firm size

Table 8: Hired professionals according to functional department and degree of innovation

Table 9: Formed (or trained) employees according to firm size
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Table 10: Source of technological innovation ideas in the firms
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Table 11: Funding distribution of technological development and innovation activities according to funding
source

Figure 5: Funding distribution of technological development and innovation activities according to funding
source
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